MYTHBUSTING

FACT-CHECKING COMMON MYTHS ABOUT THE IRISH LANGUAGE

“IRISH HAS TAKEN TOO MANY WORDS FROM ENGLISH” “IRISH IS A DEAD LANGUAGE”

FAR FROM BEING A "DEAD LANGUAGE"...

These schools are open to pupils of different nationalities

WHEN | CATHAIR

ÁRAS NA nGAEIL, DOMINIC ST., GALWAY
ÁRAS NA nGAEIL, SR. DOMINIC, GAILLIMH

20.30, FRIDAY, 31 MARCH 2017
20.30, Dé HAOINE, 31 MÁRTA 2017

WHERE | CÉN AIT

Colm Ó Broin challenges some of the 'alternative facts' most commonly cited in the media and by the wider public as regards the Irish language, from the unfounded belief that Irish is a 'dead' language to the bizarre opinion that Irish has taken too many words from English.

www.cnag.ie/mythbusting

Caitheann Colm Ó Broin súil ar chuid de na 'fíricí ailtéarnacha' a chloistear faoin nGaeilge sna meáin agus sa sochaí trí chéile, ón tuairim gan bhunús go bhfuil an Ghaeilge marbh go dtí an tuairim aisteach go bhfuil an Ghaeilge tar éis an iomarca focal a ghlacadh ón mBéarla.